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College Clothes
For Young Men
The addition of a special line
of clothing designed particu
larly for young men is an ex
ample of how this store goes
in for satisfying the wants of
its customers.
We quickly
saw the demand for clothes of
a different style, with a swing
and air to them not possessed
by the regular makes of youth ’s
clothing, and quickly set about
to find them. In “ College”
clothes we offer the best the
market affords—clothes that fit
in nicely with our high grade
lines*-po8sessing unusual qual
ity and style. “ C o l l e g e ”
Cloths are made of all-wool
fabrics in handsome novelty
patterns, in styles that are
original and distinctive, coats are out long and full and the
trousers are made in extreme peg-top style __ $15.00 to $20.00
for young men come in the most attractive
styles and fabrics. Just the thing to wear with a College suit.
"C o lle g e ” Overcoats

Hats for Young Men—“ Montana” Hats, coming in the many
styles they do, offer the greatest range for individuality. Some
of the latest things in these jaunty, negligee shapes so much
worn by young men are here. Besides style, “ Montana”
hats are absolutely the best from a quality standpoint.__ $3.00
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In O ur Ancestor's T im es
It was Thanksgiving. That magic word unlocks the the meaning
to all this mysterious hurry and flurry of the erstwhile quiet Puritan
maidens. For a month or more, from among the gorgeous fall color
ings, the prosperous farmers had been gathering all that bounteous
Providence combined with industrious toil had provided them. The
year had been kind and the barns were filled to overflowing with a
goodly store of nature’s wealth. But this was Thanksgiving day it
self. And our stately ancestors were not acquainted with the joys of
eating a hurried dinner—or worse yet, to leave after the first course—
in order to be at the kick-off of the football game. However, Mar
tha’s cheeks, as she busied herself around the kitchen stove, were red
der and her eyes were brighter than they would have been in anticipa-
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tion of a mere football game. And why shouldn’ t she be bumming
to herself and unconsciously looking her prettiest, for wasn’ t John,
her fiance, coming that day from a three month’s absence in Boston ?
Yet withal there was a secret dread, a cold fear, scarcely acknowledg
ed even to herself that gripped fast her heart and- made her glowing
cheek turn pale, for why had he not been at service that morning *
He should have returned the night before and meet her there, walk
ing with her to her home afterward. Then her optimism would assert
itself, something had delayed him and he was coming, coming. Even
then there came a knocking at the door and Martha hastened to open it.
Alas, it was only a neighbor come in for a moment’s chat, and
to wish her good cheer. The moments dragged to Martha as she talk
ed to her friend and waited on her invalid mother.
In about an
hour the company left, dinner was ready, and yet no John. The
light of expectancy in Martha’s eyes was turned to a gleam of ap
proaching despair, the cheeks, glowing with hope, were burning now
with anguish, for never before had John broken his word and so no
shade of doubt entered her innocent mind. Dinner over, the various
chattering relatives betook themselves to the parlor again, all but
Cousin Priscilla. She stayed to help “ rid up. ”
“ Martha, child,
come eat, you’ve not tasted a bite of your excellent dinner,’ ’ she said.
Then answered Martha, simply, proudly, “ I ’m waiting for John.”
For this was the way she loved him. Just then there came another
knock. It was the postman, and pushing an envelope into the hands
of the astonished Martha, strode past her to the welcome heat of th*
stove. Regaining her self control she read the words that changed her
into stone.
“ Martha, I ’ve gone with another. Child, forgive me. John.”
She did not faint or cry out, but all life was gone from her face,
all hope from her bearing. Her nerveless fingers thrust the missive
into her bodice, while she turned, mechanically, to do the dishes, for
work must be done. She startled Priscilla, knowing that some crisis
was at hand, soon begged her to leave off the work, it could be done
anytime, she herself would do it. But Martha did not hear. Finally
her dry lips gave utterance to what was nearest her heart, “ Pray God
He’ ll be happy,” and that was all. Then came what seemed hours
to Priscilla, but time was lacking in the reeling brain of suffering
Martha, while she stood at the window looking far out across the
snowy plain, in the direction John, her John, should have come,
wondering vaguely if the other woman had money, if she were pretty,
if she could cook and sew well, how long it would be until she would
know his tastes as well as she herself did.
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Finally she becae aware that for some time her eyes had been
watching an object that was momentarily growing larger. At last
she could distinguish that it was a man on horseback, he was riding
fast. They were coming nearer, even nearer. Her eyes grew large,
her frame tense
He dismounted and rushed to the house. Nor did
he await the formality of knocking, but threw open the door and came
stright toward the woman at the window.
A glance told him all.
“ Ah, then, the postman beat me. I ’ve ridden for thirty hours
w ithout food or sleep to intercept that cruel note. Martha, look at
me! It’s all a mistake.. See child, they held me prisoner; another
man, you remember Henry Temple, ah, the villian, he loved you too,
and thought to win you sometime, so held me fast. But I escaped,
see I ’m here, Martha, I love you.”
And then she turned, “ Thank God, there is no other wom an,”
and fainted'in his arms. For thus she loved him.
B.

Carlyle, the M an and Author
Carlyle, the man and author.
If you were asked to name the
world’ s greatest poet the reply would be Shakespeare: but if the same
question was asked with regards to prose, you would likely be at a
loss for an answer. However, I believe the answer would not be far
wrong if you named Carlyle. But some one would say, such inconsis
tent style, harsh ridicule and keen satire. Such unusual coinage of
words, and outrageous titles to chapters and works; such variations of
thought in a single chapter, from the common place to dramatic.
Disjointed, incongruous, sentences,"and abrupt deflections of thought
from mock heroic to divine style. Surely you are mistaken in your
judgment. Macauley is much smoother. Emerson as lofty, and Ruskin more divine. Carlyle cannot rank above these; but he does, and
why V Because he dared to strip men of their faults and nations of’
their vanities and paint as he saw the man and the nation. Because
he broke down the walls of precedent and found the naked truth,
which had been buried so long that it ’s identity had long since become
obscure under the accumulated customs and conventionalities of man.
Because he rewrote histories and biographies, as they were and not as
they might have been. Carlyle saw fit to even tear off the mask of re
ligious zealots and place religion where it ought to have been, at the
shrine of truth. Because of this he was dubbed a heretic, an atheist,
yet who can read the tender letters Carlyle wrote to his mother and
doubt his belief, or who can read the touching words of grief expressed
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at the death of his life long companion. Jane Carlyle, and doubt his
theism. He hated formality and pomp, even in the church and did
not hesitate to denounce it in cutting words. He was a seer, a fore
runner of better things; a pioneer in the realm of thought, a guide to
coming centuries. He walked in untrodden paths, explored, hitherto
useless deserts, and touched on unknown shores, and “ left behind him
foot prints in the sands of time. ” Yes he might well be called the
Columbus of new thought, for truly did he discover new worlds, and
left to posterity a legacy richer than the mines of Peru or the wealth
of the Indies
These are a few of the reasons why we class Carlyle,
the greatest luminary in English prose.
But what did this little dyspeptic Scotchman, who had been ele
vated to so high a pedestal, write ? Of the dozens of histories of the
French Revolution Carlyle’s is the greatest and w ill live the longest.
What made it greater than the others? Because he put into his histo
ry what the others did n ot; a part of his soul. Carlyle causes the
French Revolution to live again in his own as well as in the mind of
the reader. Once more the panorama of gorgeous courtiers flash before
your eyes, once again you are made to hear the revelries of “ The
Louis,” and the charming voice of Madame De Maintenon. As if in
a dream you float through the beautiful Versailles, or glide up and
down the placid Seine in gilded boats rowed by court slaves. Never such
splendor, such luxury, such ease, aye it must be the millenium of proflgacy; but hark, the mark of royalty quivers, falls, and the deep gutteral growls of beasts may be heard as they prowl around the courts
of royalty. Their eyes glisten from their thin hollow sockets, their
flesh has shrunken almost to the bones. Hush; see them crouch as if
to spring as they crawl from place to place. See them sitting on the
empty tombs, sucking venom from the musty bones of their ancestors.
You wonder what kind of beasts they are, crush them, kill them, blot
them out of memory, anything, and some one whispers, Men! Are
these husks, men, women and children? “ Impossible,” says Carlyle.
The storm breaks—the reign of terror begins—the beasts rule. The
lethargic sleep of medievalism is no longer. Vanities, vanish like
a mist. Truth rises, like a mighty goddess in the distance. France
reels and rocks, Europe trembles. Equality returns in the arms of
peace. Precedent, rank, titles, divine rights, feudalism, caste, hu
man slavery, and all other accumulations of the Middle Ages are
swept away in the sweeping tide of new ideas, and nineteenth century
ideals steps in. This drama of human life in which nations are the
actors and Europe the stage is the play which Carlyle gives to the
world through the pages of his French Revolution. As true as Shake-
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speare has painted the tragedy of individual life, just as true did Car
lyle paint the tragedy of a national life. Even as much as Taine
shuddered at the straight forward manner in which Carlyle dissected
France’ s national affair and exposed them to the glaring eyes of criti
cism, yet he could not forbear, saying, on hearing of the death of Car
lyle, “ Europe has lost a generous and solid mind whose place none
can fill.’ ’
.
Neither does Carlyle’s genius end in his French Reovlution, but
is even more apparent in some of his other works. His life of Crom
well is called his masterpiece.
What a work of art this must be.
Then his life of Frederick the Great is a gem of its kind, unequalled
in style, prespicuity and originality of treatment. In biography
Carlyle opened a new field, he did not write the ordinary superficial
qualities which every one who cared to investigate might see. He did
not fill his biographies with dates and geographical names, but he
gave to the world, the man, he read from within, and wrote of the
heart. He gave what others failed to grsap, the soul.
Who can read
his tribute to Henry Irving without heaving a sigh of relief, bo si™"
pie in style, yet strong, so ordinary yet so extraordinary. Our spirit
expands when we read it, because we feel that we are reading of a
man, written by a man. How different from the stereotyped biogra
phies of mediocrity. Carlyle was certainly a hewer of new high
ways. He gives us exactly what we wish most to know, the so u l; the
hearts desires of the one written of. The dress and reputation he
leaves to the two penny gossipers, who care for nothing else. They
give the shell, but Carlyle alone can give the kernel.
Carlyle’ s essays contain the same keenness of treatment so marked
in all his other writings. They are crisp and original, even on old
subjects. Like Washington Irving, the magic of his touch seems to
infuse new life and bring unknown rays to a convergence. The Later
Day Pamphlets, Sartor Resartus, volume one and two of the Essays,
besides a host of miscellaneous productions bring out this fact. Who
could have written a more effective satire than is found in The Opera,
or more exalted ideas than is found in Characteristics. A ll forms of
language seem to be within his grasp, from the grotesque and absurd
to the sublime and pathetic. TYords march into line at his bidding,
if found lacking one is created to meet the demand. In passion
Carlyle varies rfom subtle humor to violent bursts of rage. In the
former he was the joy of the age, in the latter the terror of his con
temporaries. Shams and vanities he could not tolerate; but flashed
the light of his genius unceasingly to bring out their fallacies. Mys-
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ticisms and dreams collapsed under his scrutiny, nothing but truth
could withstand his critical eye.
Truth was his god, duty his goddess, the earth his work-shop and
eternity his storehouse.
“ My inheritance how wide and fair
Time is my fair seed-field, of time I ’m heir.’ ’
In life he lived his doctrine and in spite of forty years of dys
pepsia was a most obedient son and loving husband. Battling with
poverty he acquired abundance, struggling against the tide of adversi
ty he developed ruggedness of style and clearness of thought that
brought true fame. In his death England lost a dutiful son—the
world, a man.

Mind Your O w n Business
In some respects a college and more especially a small college is
v ery much like a little country village. Perhaps the resemblance
is not obvious to some, but it is the purpose of this article to show
forth one respect in which this resemblance is striking and, if possible
to enlist the interest of the students in trying to do what we can to
remove this similarity in the University of Montana.
This likeness lies in the fact that everybody knows everbody’s
business about as well, if not better, than his own, and is infinitely
more interested in it himself and zealous in his eoffrtts to awaken and
enlighten the interest of others. Now gossip is supposed to be inindulged in only by women, but in college the men seem to take some
delight in it, although it never affords them quite as keen enjoyment
as it does those of the fairer sex.
Possibly some readers do not agree with the sentiment here ex
pressed. If you do not, just pause to think and be convinced. From
the numerous examples of this quality we will select just a few typi
cal ones. Someone comes to class with a poorly prepared lesson and
that makes it appear perfectly justifiable for Miss S— to remark to
Mr. B— “ I met her on the street yesterday afternoon and she said she
was going calling. Better attend to her school work first I should
say. ’ ’ That her classmate was probably meeting the obligation which
she felt to be first was even, perhaps, performing a duty of highest
importance did not occur to Miss S—. The unkind word was perhaps
lightly spoken—but was it right ? Again the criticism may be di
rected toward a student who is classed as a “ grind’ ’ and who does not
take the interest in the social life of the school that his associates
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desire. Here perhaps the cutting speeches are most cutting. That
the student has but limited hours for study or that he cannot incur the
necessary expense of the social activities is something of which the
person who says the ill natured things does not dream.
Perhaps the
burden of the student thus excluded from the social life is hard to
bear—is your interest in his business making it easier ?
Because Mr.—does not play football although he is a big man, many
condemn him and say that he has no college spirit. Did it ever occur
to you that perhaps his mother objects ? Do you admire a man who
respects his mothers’ wishes? W ell—for a similar reason Miss — a l
though undoubetdly talented in that direction w ill not take part in
public debates.
Her father’s idea of the sphere of woman may be
old-fashioned, but would we admire her more if she held at naught
the wishes of her parent ?
One may think it entirely fitting that students explain any such
difficulties but an explanation is not necessary. A child is expected
to explain to those in charge of it, but men and women so long as
they do not interfere with the rights of others are not required to ac
count for their actions.
A person may think that he has made plenty of excuse for his
neighbor and has thought of every possible complication but yet he
has no right to judge. The world has not yet outgrown its need of the
admonition “ Judge not that ye be not judged. ’ ’
Let us as students take a lesson from the faculty in this respect.
How often does the head of the institution interfere with the affairs of
the students ? Never, unless it becomes absolutely necesasry, and
surely he has much more right to do so than any fellow student has.
We know that the more closely the other members of the faculty fo l
low the exarr pie of the president in thus leaving the affairs of the in 
dividual students under their own control the better they are liked and
the more successful they are as instructors. If, then, we have been
too much interetsed in the business of our friends, let us right about
face” and remembering that our acquaintances are people just as re
sponsible, possibly mor° so than we ourselves, withdraw all superflu
ous interest and give the other person the benefit of the doubt.

A

Story with M any N am es

“ W hat’s in a name? A rose by any other name would smell as
sweet. ”
And yet we cannot help but think, what if a rose had been
called an onion or a goat ?
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However, I am not writing upon the expressiveness and suitabil
ity of names, but merely wish to say that regardless of their import
ance the hero and the heroine of this romantic tale are not to be made,
except as each one may do so for himself. The scene, is of course, the
U. of M., time, any old time; characters, he and she , one of the new
cases. Hepwas all that could be hoped for in a man, besides being a
hero of the gridiron he was an accomplished Fisher and Gunner. She
was a Hall maiden, therefore, beautiful and fascinating. It was a
spring day. The whole earth was Green-ough, with beauty, no day
could have been Fuller, and the whole earth seemed in perfect Harmon-y. The dauntless youth felt that each man Hath-a-way to win
hims hearts’ desire and that the Wright time had come for him so he
asked her to take a stroll with him to Bonner. As she left the
Deanery joy shone on her Young face and she was fair to behold. As
is the custom in that happy place she was wearing Moore of other peo
ple’s clothes than her own. The Whitesett of turnovers belonged to
Lucy and the embroidered shirt waist was Polleys. They walked past
the river which was Reiley as it was springtime, past a Green-wood
and Knowles and Craigs, till they came to the Mills where Much
Logan is done and great Cordz of wood and logs of every kind, even
Kelloggs are found. On their return home they followed the track
and she walked the Railsback. Seeing that she was tired, he gal
lantly remarked, as is the way of reckless youth, that he would like
to Cary her and she replied, “ Oh, you don’t know how heavy a girl is
till you try to Carter. Why, I weigh almost a Ful-ton. ” There
was a silence for a while and then he suddelny exclaimed, “ Oh, if I
might always Ward off all troubles from you! Your very eyes pierce
my heart sharper than a Spear, and a cruel word cuts me more than
the teeth of a W olf” . The faint Sparks of affection I felt for you
have sprung into a fierce flame and my \yhole heart Burns I am Dion
of love. W ill you Murray me? Willireou be M’Bride, he implored.
“ Schule, dear” she softly sighed, and a£ he Cotter her to his heart she
coyly said, “ But I am So Scheuch, don’ t you see” . After a most in
definate space of time she said in a worried* tone “ Oh, but I w ill
Robb you of the fine board at the training table, and Howell I ever
keep house? I can’ t cook and I ’m not a Baker, at a ll.”
“ Don’t
mind a little thing like that,” how different men are before and af
ter), “ If you can boil Murphys and I ’ ll make the coffee it’ ll be all
right and if we read the Ladies Home Journal for our house keeeping
we can’t McPhail. Perhaps my uncle will W illis his fortune and
then how happy we will be.” Dark clouds were about to make
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Knight out of day so that they had to Heyfron home. W ell they are
married now and theirs is one of the pleasantest Holmes in Missoula
and their happpiness is greater than Adams and Eve’s in the garden
of Eden. Their summers are spent in Newport and recently they
went abroad. The Missoulian informs us that they are Still-in-G er
many. Now, the moral is, may the others who are like them follow
their good example, so that in days to come when we think of dear
old college chums we may say with the fairy tales, that they lived
happy ever after.

T h e Spectator
That, “ to err is human” has been often given as an excuse for
some blunder cannot be gainsaid ; it offers a secure place for retreat
from some disagreeable incident that is the result of inadequate reflec
tion or hasty action. In all probability the author of that phrase had
in mind errors made after thoughtful reflection. Errors that are due
rather to some contingency that was beyond the human vision at the
tim e: contingencies that arose from circumstances unlooked for, un
controllable. W e can look back and see wherein the profoundest
of statesmen erred not because they did not reflect, but because of such
a large number of complications they were unable to see clearly.
It is not, however, the serious errors which might have changed
the current of history that this speculation is to deal with, but those
little trifling errors committed in a thoughtless moment. By such
mistakes more serious harm is brought about than in any other way.
Good examples of this are seen in those pranks committed by students
on the^spur of the moment, that is without any reflection. To them
there is no harm to take the refreshments,' or even inflict bodily harm
on those who comprise a party or society to which they do not belong.
Some time ago at the college of Study Hard two rival organizations.
The end of the week Merry Makers and The Mirth Promoters found it
necessary to indulge in such nonsensical events. Of course there can
be no doubt but that the object of those who tried to interrupt the
pleasure of the others, was one of jest only. To the Mirth Promoters
it would be such a huge joke on the Merry Makers if they should find
when they most wanted them, that their refreshments had mysterious
ly disappeared; or better if some of the leading Merry Makers should
be intercepted and prevented from attending until a late hour.
Now it is not a very difficult proposition to plan, on paper, the
easiest way to secure the ice cream at the back door, or the most gen-
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tlemanly manner of taking a lady’s escort and sending her back,
tears and all, to mamma. In the first case, the object of search is us
ually—unless extra precautions are taken—just inside the door ; while
in the second the one who is to be forcibly detained submits meekly in
order to avoid a scene—rough-house—in the presence of ladies. How
ever, the planning and execution are not always identical in results.
Everything goes by contrary. The coveted refreshments are thought
lessly left far within from the anterior exit and in close proximity to
those within ; and the one whose unwilling presence is so much de
sired, does not hesitate to make a stand in the presence of his “ Fai
ry ,” who instead of giving away to tears, might instead, wield a par
asol or a fence picket with a vengeance that would be a credit to an
Amazon.
It was such a reversal of plans as this, that the Mirth Promoters
experience on interfering with the festivities of their rivals. The
function of the Merry Maker, was scheduled to take place in a large
house just outside the city limits. The streets leading to and out
from it were lined with trees as also were the surrounding vacant lots
thus making the place an ideal one for the contemplated scheme. As
soon as the evening twilight gave away to darkness the Promoters
were on hand to take the stations assigned them. Every one had a
special task to perform and every one was expected to perform his part
expeditiously. Those lurking behind the woodshed knew just when
a certain section of the refreshments was to arrive; those hid in the
fence corner knew the exact street by which the chief Merry Maker
would approach; and those concealed in the shrubbery know who they
were to interrupt and who should be permitted to pass. But alas even
the best laid plans otfen fail. The coveted portion of the refreshment
came, but went in at the side door. The principal Merry Maker
came from a wholly unexpceted quarter, and before it all could
be realized the Promoters found themselves confronting the entire or
ganization of their rivals. Now whether it was the unexpected turn
events had taken, or chagrin from being outwitted that precipitated
an encounter, it would be hard to say, anyhow such was the result,
and for a few minutes anything that was loose or could be pulled
loose served for a weapon. The lady Merry Makers proved as adept in
smashing derbies with fence pickets as their brother. Consequently
the Promoters were outnumbered and it was necessary to either beat a
retreat or get reinforcements. The latter w7as what they did, and that
was where a great error was made. The lifting of the refreshments—
or swiping them if you will permit the expression—or the perpetration
of some harmless joke could be overlooked, but not additional help
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from the outside. The assistance sought by the Promoters came from
the Juvenial Aspirants’ society. They had just adjourned an interes
ting meeting and were hurrying to get home before the curfew should
ring. But as the prospect of an exciting scrimmage is always attrac
tive they did not require much presuasion to enter. Now we shall
not go any further into the details of this affair, not only becuase our
information is from hearsay - this being a student event at which the
Spectator was not present. Suffice to say the Merry Makers triumphed
and succeeded in having an interesting social time after the contest
closed. In speaking with our chum Prudence, a few days after the
affair came to light, he remarked that the fact that college men in
this day and age would give time and thought to such rowdyism was
to be deplored.
“ Just reflect,’ ’ said he, “ how ridiculous it seems for
young men just on the eve of going out into the world to take up the
serious work of life indulging in such pranks. Mind you gentlemen
going out on the street and rudely accosting or laying violent hands
on another gentleman who is escorting a lady, to a social function.
Why such a thing is the height of presumption and should not be to l
erated under any circumstances. Consider the degrading effect that
event w ill have on those small boys who were asked to take part in
that disrgaceful affair. Naturally boys look up to those who are
going to college as their superiors and whatever they do or say is cer
tainly the proper thing. The young are quick to imitate and they as
similate the bad more readily than the good. And considering the
fact that college men are trained in the art of thinking, it seems
strange that they should do such absurd things thoughtlessly,. They
go out to enter into some good-natured fun and straightway are led
away by some side issue which they have not given a moments’ reflec
tion. If they would stop to think, which they are supposed to be able
to do, they would not commit so many errors and set better examples
for those much younger. ’ ’
Afterwards in reflecting on this little advice of Prudence, the Spetator felt he had sounded the keynote.
It seems too bad that college
men sholud be guilty, at any time or under any circumstances ,o f
conduct unbecoming a gentelman. They all should be the model
and their standard should be at all times such as cannot be lowered.
They should reflect least they should make an error, not only be
cause of the respect they lose, but also because of the detrimental in 
fluence it has on those who are copying after them.
We would not
be surprised to hear at any time that the Juvenials attempted to inter
fere with a social function of either the End of the Week Merry Ma-
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kers or Mirth Promoters. Such an event would be the natural out
come of the invitation extended them to participate with their super
iors in a similar escapade. While we could not censure the Juvenials
under the circumstances.

T h e Wedding Bell
“ Bell I am sorry that you can’ t go to the ball tonight, it is just
a perfect shame to get rheumatism at such a time. I would just pre
tend I did not feel it at all. if I were you. ’ 5
“ Oh,I suppose you would, Aline, you just seem to think that
you can control your body and its action by your own firm will, and
no higher power has any say in the matter. ’ ’
“ Now. Eva ,don’t start to tell me my bad points, I wish I could
manage you for a short time. Why, what will you do here all by
yourself tonight ? You will be frightened to death by the first noise,
you know you will. ”
‘I ‘ suppose I w ill; but perhaps there won’t be any sound, and
w ill try not to hear them. I think everything w ill be for the best,
don’t you ?“
“ Indeed I do not, this will just spoil all of our plans for such a
good time. Besides you won’t see Godfrey and the other girls will
just carry him off bodily, then you must know what will happen.
Those aristocratic Freeman girls will just make him take care of them
no matter what he thinks. Sometimes he acts like he didn’t think at
all. He is so lively with every one
You ought to be more prudent
Eva, if you^wish him for yourself. ’ ’
“ You needn’t be so worried Aline, if that was your plan tb
throw me at his head I am very glad not to have to appear. The
very idea of any one trying such a thing, to make a man propose. I
would seem worse than those Freeman girls. If a man loves me he
can just come and tell me so, you need not think that I will encour
age him by look, word or action. And above all I desire no help from
outsiders. If Godfrey Welton “should ask me now I would tell him
as I tell you, that I do not care one iota for him. He may have all
the Freeman girls that he wishes, for all I care. Please do not men
tion his name again. ’ ’
“ Oh, that all sounds very well and no doubt comes from a heart
filled with gratitiude for all my endeavors. Yes, Miss Arrogance,
you can manage this affair yourself and as for my sympathy I will no
longer waste it. You need not expect to be bothered in your business
further by me. So farewell.’ ’
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“ Oh, Aline you are not going away mad? Do come here dear, I
didn’ t mean any harm to you or that I thought less of you. You are
not very angry are you? Please don’ t be, I beg your pardon a thou
sand times. W ont’ you come and forgive me, A lin e ?’ ’
Almost before the voice had died away the door slammed and a
very indignant maiden stepped into the street. Her expression and
carriage was one of consuming anger.
In the house another scene had
occurred. The other girl giving vent to her feelings, lying face
downward upon the bed, she upbraided herself for treating her friend
in such a manner.’ ’ The day went by, afternoon closed into even
ing, Eva, sad and lonely, sat by the glowing grate in the parlor.
When suddenly and with such violence the electric bell rang.
With
much difficulty Eva reachend the door; no one was there, not a person
in sight. She returned to her place only to be called again by the
bell, still no one was in sight. Several times Eva made this trip only
to be disappointed and suprised. At last it dawned upon her that it
might be some adventurous lad bent upon mischief. Concealed be
hind the curtains her patience was quickly rewarded, by the ringing
of the door bell. But not a soul was in sight, again and again the
bell rang. Until Eve was certain that no one from without was re
sponsible for the sound. For another hour it continued, Eva was al
most desperate. Then the barracading began, windows fastened,
doors locked, with chairs piled against them. Eva on the verge of
hysterics, crouched in the box like projection, made by the sofa, fire
place and wall. “ Oh, if some one would only come, I just don’ t know
what to d o ; I never believed in ghosts before. But what can it b e ;
everything is locked tight but the air shaft and nothing could go
down that. There it is again, oh, what shall I d o ?’ ’ she moaned in
her desperation.
Just at that moment another noise reached her ears—it was a
footsep. This time the bell was rung by human assistance. Eva tried
to rise but her limbs were weak. She endeavored to call but not a
sound passed her parched lips. Soon she became aware of some one
at the window, but against the dark without she could not recognize
any one. One moment then the sound of breaking fasteners and
Godfrey Welton stepped into the room. One glance would have been
sucffiient to have stupefied a ghost, for a few seconds the man stood
bewildered. Then strode over to the girl and lifted her into a chair.
“ Indeed Miss Yinncent, you have quite an original method in secur
ing the doors. No doubt to keep out unexpected visitors. Aline
Taylor sent me over to inquire about your health, but she must have
misjudged your ailment. ’ ’
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“ Oh, G— Mr. Welton something dreadful is the matter—a ghost
is in the house and has been ringing the bell for at least three hours;
and no one outside has touched it for I watched. ’ ’
“ Well, you may depend upon it, it is not a ghost but I will see
what causes it .” Where does that bell wire go under the floor,’ ’ he
asked after a brief examination.
“ Why down into the cellar then back into the outer h all.’
“ Well the trouble is evidenlty jn the ^cellar, I w ill go and see.”
“ Oh, Godfrey, don’t go down there, it might ki,l you, please
don’t go. ”
“ Certainly I shall go and find "out what it is, there, don’t trem
ble so; anything that would keep ringing a bell for three hours is to
small to hurt me. ’ 1
With quick steps the young man disappeared down the hall. A
few moments later, the sound as of a struggle reached the girl now
standing at the head of the stairs. With one cry she fell forward.
In that position Godrfey found her. Quickly placing one strong arm
around her he helped her to the couch. Having secured the ghost
under the coal box he returned to Eva ; after applying all manner of
restoratives his endeavors were rewarded by Eva opening her eyes. As
she saw him she exclaimed, “ Oh, Godfrey, are you safe? I thought
you was killed. *’
“ N o indeed, I was not hurt, my own true Eva. There was noth
ing large enough for that, just come and see your ghost dear; here it
is. ”
“ Why, it is Robbie’s pet white hen; how did she do it ? ”
“ I suppose she came down the old air shaft, and happened to find
the bell wire, decided to roost there on it for the night, but probably
not finding it very comfortable she moved otfen, which made the bell
ring. It is just as real as any ghost, but Eva, I am glad she roosted
on the bell wire. Arent’ yon?”
‘ ‘Yes, Godfrey. ’ 1

A Snapshot
(W e have ventured to publish these notes, hoping "that their au
thor w ill take no offense. As we found the notes in University hall
without any name or clue, we could not restore them to their owner *
but will do so if he calls for them. They seem to be notes for entry
in a private journal. The reason that we submit them in rough
draft, without change or correction, will be obvious to every thought*
ful reader.—Ed.)

A
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My ideal of a girl as far as I know it—slow, from calm content,
distinguish carefully from languor, which is not good. A gentlewo
man, smypathetic and an obtrusive talker or listener as the case may
be. My equal. One whose smiles are lovely enough to remember.
W ith a countenance that is not of its e lf; but of that within which is
called Divine spirit. However, neither cant nor affectation are allow 
able. If she be my ideal she shall not giggle nor chew gum nor be a
lady, but a gentlewoman—“ lady” has been reverted from its true
meaning. Did I ever begin notes that didn’ t get to be more than
notes ? I may as well yield to my perpetual tendency and expand
since this subject is so agreeable.
I love the little girl in Jean Paul Selinger’ s “ Bringing the
Wanderer Home. ’ ’ She might be my ideal in her fourth or fifth year.
That poor reisgned cat o f hers is just like Clarence’s—O how the home
memories come i And sis—how I used to ridicule her mercilessly for
her red hair—really golden, as my little ideal’s in “ Bringing the
Wanderer Home” Sis, the dearest girl in all the world, and I haven’t
appreciated her until now— how splendid she’ ll be when she’s grown
up. Golden auburn seems to be liked just now. I might choose my
ideal’s hair to be like that. Auburn! Yes, memory is golden:
“ Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the p la in !”
Somebody says our Saxon ;words sound their meaning. “ Auburn
is tremulous with beauty.
Yes, she shall have auburn hair, and an auburn temperment.
Shall? Yesr shall I say! You critics tell that ideals are good to
have so that one w ill aim high enough, but that one won’ t realize
them in flesh and blood. W on’ t ? Oh, n o! I know one now with
the auburn hair and the blue eyes that go with i t ! Anyway, if I
didn’ t, I could go to work and create one in mind who would be just
as real to me as one could wish. I have created my own world before
this, when all the real world was cold to me, and I can Burely
create my id eal; but lo, she is already created, is she not ? Have
I not been delineating her ? She now remains but to be sought. But
that suggests a question, am I her ideal? N o; and look over all my
preceding notes I see myself there as I wish I were not. There is the
eternal “ I. ”
If I were a genius something that Holmes says about
the “ third vowel as a center” might console me. But there it stands
enough to frighten any professed idealist,
W ell, I began t o take things seriously—to woo my ideal, and to
be frightened at the “ I , ” but it ’s time to wake up. Tho this stuff
may be interesting after awhile, as the preceding notes are, to look at
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as waymarks of foolish youthful thought, yet too much of it indicates
morbidness , instead of a healthy unburdening.
Still I cling to my ideal.

The

Ghost

There had been a series of robberies at M—, which had puzzled
the police even the best detectives. Things came to a crisis when the
Citizens bank was broken into by robbers and fifty thousand dollars
in gold and banknotes were carried away. The directors of the bank
immediately offered three thousand dollars and the police offered two
thousand dollars to anyone who would capture the robbers.
M— is a quaint old country town. As you approach it from the
south you can see a large house which is not in very good repair; and
just across the street is another house which is a little larger. The
old citizens in the town tell you that its former owner, who had been
very wealthy and had lost all his fortune except this house, in despair
took his life. His heirs believed the house to be haunted and let the
place go to ruin. Indeed it had been rumored that ghosts had been
seen there. My curiosity had been aroused by the rumors which I had
often heard with regard to these ghosts. So I naturally wanted to
satisfy my curiosity and find out whether or not it were true. A l
though no coward I did not relish this task if I had to do it by myself
Accordingly I looked around for some one to go with me and happened
to think of a young lawyer in the town, whose name was Thomas Mc
Allister. . At school we had always called him Mack. Now at school
he had always been considered rather timid and indeed some of us
called him a coward. This he had always taken in good part but he
never did anything to prove the contrary. He was hardly the compan
ion one would choose for an expedition like this one I was about to
undertake; but thinking of no one selected him. Accordingly late
one afternoon we started out, armed with revolvers, resolved to spend
the night at the old haunted house. On our arrival there we searched
every room from the attic to the cellar, looked into every closet, cub
by hole and every conceivable place, but not a trace of anything mys
terious cloud be found. We next went to the stable and outbuildings
and made a thorough search of them also but found nothing strange.
After some discussion with regard to our plans for the night we
decided that it would be better for one of us to keep watch upstairs;
the other downstairs. About dark I concealed myself behind some
boxes in a corner of one of the upstairs rooms and Mack found a closet
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downstairs. From those two points of view we could see about all
the entrances and exits of the building. Early the next morning I
called out,“ A ll’ s well above, Mack! How goes it below ?”
“ A ll’s
well below, ” he replied. I have heard nothing except something that
sounded like footsteps near the front door a short time before daylight,
but 1 could see nothing. ”
Giving it up as a fruitless search we started for home. As we
were leaving Mack stooped and picked up a piece of paper which was
lying in the path. I noticed that he looked at it curiously, and after
a few moments he put it into his pocket. W e soon parted and I
thought no more about the piece of paper. Being tired after my
night’s watch 1 put in most of the day resting, part of the time read
ing, part of the time sleeping. I saw nothing of Mack until that
evening about half-past eight when he came to my room. I immedi
ately saw that he was excited about something. He had a small pack
age under his arm which at once attracted my attention. His actions
were indeed strange. I thought that probably the strain of the night
before had been too much for him, and, laying my hand fam iliarly on
his shoulder ,said, “ Come, old man, cheer up. It is all over now and
the best thing for you to do is to forget all about it. ”
“ W ell, he replied, “ I don’t know as I want to forget it ; if you
w ill help me a little we w ill go halvers on the result. ”
Thinking to
humor him I replied, “ Anything I can do for you just call on me.
I ’ ll do what I can.”
He at once disclosed to my view the familiar
butts of two revolvers, hanging from his belt, and said, “ I ’ll take you
at your word. Get your shooting irons and come on. ”
Still humoring him in what I thought to be madness, I went to
my desk and took my belt of cartirdges and two revolvers and put
them on saying, “ Alright, old man, lead the w ay.”
He silently led
the way out of the house and, to my amazement, headed directly for
the haunted house. After entering he gave me a few instructions, he
opened the package and took out two small dark lanterns. Handing
me one of them, he said, “ Here, take this, we w ill both keep watch
downstairs tonight. You take the closet on that side of the room
and I w ill occupy the same one I had last night. Be ready for action
at any moment you may hear my call. Here we waited for what
seemed an age but in fact it was only about two hours. At last gett
ing impatient I was about to decide that he was a lunatic and suggest
that we go home, when steps were heard in front of the house and
soon two men entered. I waited for Mack’ s call. Suddenly the light
flashed from his lantern and he called out in a stern voice, “ Up with
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your hands or you are dead men.” The word had scarcely passed his
lips when I sprang out with my lantern and revolwer ready for use.
They instantly complied saying, “ Youve ’got us this time. We sur
render.” Then Mack said, “ A ll right, be careful and do as I say.
Unbuckle those belts and lay them on the floor. Don’ t make a crooked move or you are dead men. ” They immediately obeyed and we
cautiously gathered up the belts with their revolvers in them and
marched our prisoners out of the house', along the path and up Main
street to the jail. Here we called the jailer and delivered up our
prisoners and the captured firearms. As we left the jail Mack said,
“ Gome over in the morning and I ’ ll explain. I ’m too sleepy now, so.
goodnight.”
With a nod and a smille he left me standing there in
amazement. At last I recovered from my surprise and went home but
did not sleep much. Next morning I went around to bis his office,
finding him out, took a seat and waited. In a few minutes he walked
in as cool as though nothing had happened. “ W ell,” I exclaimed,
“ You’re a cool one. Come explain yourself. When did you turn de
tective.”
“ There is not much to explain. You remember I picked
up a piece of paper in front of the old haunted house just as we were
leaving yesterday ? It looked like a letter and I thought I would read
it over when I got home. Here it is so you can read it for yourself. ”
Here he handed me the piece of paper. It read thus: “ The po
licemen state that they will probably meet the robbers next raid.
It seems to me if they would look sharply and closley in the old out
buildings, the large cellar and the storm-cave of the large house oppo
site the haunted house that they would certainly find out by tonight
who comimtted the robbery. I have looked at the house and it looks
as though eleven or twelve men could hide there safely. And cer
tainly three could hide there without detection. We will meet to
morrow and see what we will do. Maybe we can help the police,
Divide the $5,000 into four or five parts the share for us would be
plenty. The booty could be hidden there else. John Brown the
eighth. ”
“ Well said I,—“ I don’ t see anything there that explains it.
“ Perhaps there are more ways than one of reading it. Notice the
signature and the word after it. Now beginning with the first word
count eight and strike out every eighth word. What have you strick
en out. Doesn t it read like this i “ IVIeet me in the haunted house
tonigth at 11 and we will divide the booty ’ . The noise that I heard
just before daylight yesterday morning must have been the footsteps
of one of the robbers. Any way I have just been out and I have got
ten our reward. Here is your $2,500 according to our agreement. Do
you believe in Ghosts? I do ”

T O R I ALS
ED ITO RIALS
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John D . Jones

W ith the cool Novemberr nights and the rustle of the dry leaves
conies the odor of turkey and cranberry sauce, and we
THANKSGIVING are once more reminded that Thanksgiving is near at
hand. This is the time of the year when we take
a retrospect of the things of which we are thankful for. The Kaimin
is thankful for present facts and future prospects and beg to extend
greeting to all of our friends and patrons. May you have a well
filled purse and few trobules and a clear conscience.
A short time ago the students had the pleasure of listening to a
lecture on “ Ideals,” in which the value of enthusiasm
E N T H U S I A S M was portrayed.
Enthusiasm is the spark that fires the
genius of all great men, from earliest times to the pres
ent. Enthusiasm, what does it mean. The fanatic enthusiasm of a
single priest started whole Crus a des. The enthusiasm of Robert
Fulton made our present steamships a possibility. In fact science,
art and civics are the product of enthusiam.
“ Not through our ar
mies or our navies nor in the phosphorent glare of fields of battle”
has our nation reached her present m ajesty; but through the unpar
allelled enthusiasm of her leaders. We have a fair measure of en
thusiasm in the University of Montana, but we need more. More in
ahtletics, more in literary lines. It is not corolly that, because
we have a smaller attendance than some of our contemporaries, that
we should not have a winning football team in interstate games, as
the ‘ I ‘ -told-you-so” class are wont to predict. In fact the college of
Swarthmore with an attendance
scarcely equal to our own, puts
out a football team second to none in the great state of Pennsyl
vania.
What does it T Enthuisasm, unanimous support from every
student.
With the proper spirit behind, we have the team now, the
U. of M. could have a team equal to any in the Northwest; we have
the spirit in part but we need the whole, then nothing short of v ic 
tory could result. We are not finding fault with eixsting conditions,
but we believe most im plicitly that every student ought to put every
ounce of enthusiasm, whether it be muscle or voice in pushing ath
letics to the front, and not only for the present but for the whole
year. Neither does athletics command all of our enthusiasm—debates
and forensic contests w ill shortly begin, and if we hope to win in
these, it means plenty of hard, incessant work from those who expect
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to take part and all of the enthusiasm that the student body can mus
ter. If you cant’ debate or orate, convince others that they can.
Boost and keep boosting, not only in these events but every U. of M.
activity. Every one has some peculiar bent or use,
put life,
vigor and enthusiasm into everything. Remember that Montana’s
eyes are upon us. She has placed splendid opportunities at our dis
posal and expects us to use them. Montana’s honor is our honor,
keep her banners untarnished. Are you doing it ? If not put more
enthusiasm in your work, burn up a little more energy.
ontana’s
eyes are upon US.
The leading feature of college for the past and present month of
course is football. Although the team has not won all the games so
far, they have shown slpendid development and consistent
FO O T B A LL
work which was amply shown in the U. A. C. game, and in
Butte by the second team. So far we have two victories to our cred
it and we believe that two more are in sight beofre the next issue of
The Kaimin is due. However, as the December issue will be the
football number comparative results will be discussed then. The
thing we need now is plenty of hard work on part of team and back
ing by the students for the Thanskgiving game. With our splendid
record of last year we can not afford to let matters abate in the least.
There has been a great deal of shifting in the makeup of the team
due to men leaving. Hart Willis, fullback, has been called home,
Fulton and Gunner were forrced to leave, owing to increased work
at Fort Missoula. However, new men have taken their places and the
team is by no means weakened as the Fort Shaw game November 18th
w ill show. However, the team needs plenty of backing and it would
be a big help to get up a crowd of rooters to accompany the team on
Thanksgiving. This would counterbalance the difference of playing
on strange grounds. Let the cry from now until Thanksgiving be two
carloads of rooters go to the Bozeman game.
'Rah, ’rah, ’rah! Bozeman or bust!
Montana ’Varsity ,win we must!
December 15th marks the date of the first Inter state debate of
this season. On that date the University of Idaho team will
D EB ATES
come here to debate the question: Resolved, That the Fed
eral government should add to a general income tax (consti
tutionality not to be considered by either side.) The affirmative will
be upheld by Montana, the negative by Idaho. The preliminaries
w ill take place November 24. Debatois, or those who aspire to be
W A K E up, dig in and make this the best debate ever heard in Mon-
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tana, and the hottest contested preliminary. Yon can’ t debate! Whq
told you so? Show them that you can. No one can if they don’ t try.
Material is plentiful and the question worthy of your time.
“ The
greatest question since State R ights,” says former Secretary of Trea
sury Boutwell. Idaho undoubtedly has a strong team. This is our
first meet. Let Montana show them that we are worthy antagonists,
and are made of the proper stuff. Montana air is as pure as any and
ought to produce debato^s of the first quality. Don’ t delay. Don’t
stop to consider if you can spare the time, but get in and work and
make the team. Show your colors and patriotism to the U. of M.
There seems to be a slight abatement in support to The Kaimin
and consequently some students are not wholly pleased with its de
partments. Finding fault is all right, and we are always
RETROSPECT ready to hear suggestions, but there is one thing better,
and that is give the editors your support in more tangible
form. W rite a paper, hand it to the literary editors and watch the
smile upon their faces. Stuff the local box and see the editors grin,
bring in the society notes on time, or on first asking and the editor
w ill collapse. Have all the deparmtents fu ll to overflowing and the
whole staff w ill have a spasm of joy. Do this and you w ill have
no kicks to make. We solicit your aid, hints and suggestions.
The social outlook for the year of 1905-’ 06 is indeed promising,
already more social “ stunts” has taken place than in some whole
years could boast of, societies, students’ body, classes, and secret or
ganizations have began to fill the social whirl, and before the last
lingering gleam \of 1905 fades into the grey dawn of 1906
SOCIETIES many a pleasant evening w ill be spent. The social life is
one of the most pleasant features of college days. It helps
to cure chronic attacks of
homesickness, blues and kindred
ailments. It cements ties of friendships which last through life.
Without a doubt this w ill be our best year from a social standpoint.
In looking over our exchanges we notice that they all suffer of
the same complaint as we ourselves, v i z : a shortage of material. Its
rather difficult to produce a full sized first issue that is complete in
every department.
We are pleased to acknowledge a letter from David M. Trepp, a
former student of the U. of M., who is now attending school at Valpa
raiso, Ind. He states that in comparing some of the eastern colleges
with the U. of M. that the ’ Varsity is still all right and equal to any-
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thing he has seen, and expects to come back next fall to take his A. B.
Are we going to Bozeman?

Well, I guess, and in carload lots.

Don’t forget to order a turkey for Thanksgiving.
Shall it be 79 to 0.
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Societies of the University
Ralph L* Harm on
The editor is glad to say that there has been a better response to
his call for the November issue than for the October. Yet it is not
complete. This is a department through which all students should
be able to find general information concerning student associations,
whether they be strictly societies or social events. But it seems diffi
cult to secure the necesasry information or even to awaken interest
enough in those asked to seek it. If you are interested in your organ
ization enough to want it noticed in these columns you may notify the
editor, supplying him with the facts and he w ill construct a suitable
paragraph; or your own writeup w ill be gladly accepted, subject a l
ways to alterations of form, but not of matter. There are a dozen or
more organizations who should receive attention at the hands of The
Kaimin, some of which are as yet unnoticed there. To those who
have so kindly offered copy for this and previous issues we tender
thanks; to those who are unrepresented we tender no apology; to all
we wish to say that in the future copy for this department, or facts if
preferred, must be submitted on or before the 4th day of the month in
which they are to be issued. Please take note of this. A ll copy
must be handed to the editor-in-chief by the 6th and there must be
time for perusal by the department editor. Anything arriving later
than this may or may not get into The Kaim in’ s columns. If the
societies fail in their duty, and so, by want of advertisement fail in
their respective lines of work, we w ill regret it. But this depart
ment w ill not waste its energies seeking those on whom it may
lavish its favors. They are ready to be listened to if desired, or a l
ready pointed out. If not desired we hope The K aim in’s social de
partment w ill be able to survive the shock and that its subscribers
w ill not be disappointed.

Clarkia
The Clarkia censor and her committee have planned the semester’ s
work. W e are to consider the American novelists, Cooper being the
first to be studied. The first programme was of miscellaneous charac
ter, the most interesting feature was the impromptu debate in which
the negative proved to Clarkia’s satisfaction that it was not improper
for young women to sit on the bleachers and assist in rooting.
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On the thirtieth was the initiation. Thirty-one girls went
through the testing ordeals, all found worthy and many surprised
their persecutors by their display of talent in musical and dramatical
lines as well as literary. And if the new members do not show the
college men that they can debate it is not because they have no pow
ers in that line, but because of their generous dispositions in leaving
to the men the honors.
Huge volumes could be written of the excellent qualities display
ed by our new Clarkias and their initiation, but of course even though
it would be instructive as well as entertaining, the forms can not be
revealed. It's all a secret—as yet.

Hawthorne
On November 5 the Hawthorne met once more not to render its
prescribed program but to discuss with much energy the possibility of
inducing its members who were scheduled to appear, to do that very
desirable and creditable thing and felicitate their less fortunate
brothers with wise sayings and entertaining attitudes.
After a preliminary discussion as to the merits of hair cutting
and the right of the attacked to chastise their assailants, the members
addressed themselves to a consideration of ways and means. It was de
cided that all the gentlemen should bring on the next Hawthorne
evening, each, one lady friend, or if not fortunate enough to secure
one two or more to partake of the pleasure of their more masculine
fellow students. There was one idea prevalent that the inspirations
of “ maidens” would be of no less pleasure to the men than profit to
themselves. To this proposition there were twenty-one speeches by
the nine members present, and the consensus of opinion was that the
plan should be tried. A ll agreed to this. Some thought if it were good
for one meeting, it would be good for two. Others thought it might
be good but doubted their abliity to secure the desired companions
more than once. Still others doubted whether they could secure for
even one time any companion at all. It was a revelation of the hu
man heart, its hopes and fears. But hope was triumphant and it is
expected that a large audience w ill attend the session to be held on
Nov. 19, which however is still in doubt as we go to press.
It should be here and now positively stated by the college that
ladies are always invited, also members of the faculty and other visi
tors. The Hawthorne is not a secret society but is organized for the
development of public speaking and platform thinking, which can not
be attained in closed chambers where fear trembles lest some stranger
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intrude. W e need large audiences, mixed audiences, open criticism
and disapproval, and The Kaimin wishes to close the Hawthorne
paragraph with the information that all its sessions are open to the
public at all times not otherwise definitely stated.

y; w. g a.

One quality which the Y. W. C. A. undoubtedly possesses is
faithfulness. If anyone doubts this he is invited to come to Evans’
hall any or every Wednesday at one o ’ clock, and assure himself of the
fact. During the past month nothing unsual has transpired in the
Y. W. C. A. except the visit of Miss Margaret Kyle, one of the ablest
of the national Y. W. C. A. secretaries. Miss Kyle was visitor at U.
of M. from October 12 to 16 and as a result of her work and influence
the association has more thoroughly awakened to its responsibility
and its priviliges. This organization together with the Y. M C.
A. stand alone in the University as tho only association of students
which have a distinctly religious object. It is well amid the worry
and work of the college life, which tend to develop the selfish side
of human nature, to pause and consider our responsibility to God and
our relationship with his children. It is well for us to come together
as we do in the Christian associations, to think and talk of high and
noble ideals and by helping one another attain more nearly these
ideals, so establish Christian character in college students.

Y. 3VL C A*
The Y. M. C. A. meetings up to this time have come at irregular
intervals, but from now on we expect to meet every Friday afternoon
at 4 o ’ clock. Football practice naturally interferes to some extent
with our meetings because the boys are requested, or at least urged,
to be out every night. As soon as the football season is over we hope
to have better attended meetings. This week we intend making out a
list of subjects and leaders for the first semester . There w ill na
turally be more interest taken when we know what our subject for the
meeting w ill be. Morever, every one can look up on the topic a sign
ed and thus be prepared to speak. As soon as possible we intend to
organize a Bible class which w ill probably meet on alternate Friday
afternoons at 4 thus taking the place of the regular devotional meet
ing. We ought to get from ten to twenty young men to join this class,
for nothing is more valuable to a member of the Y. M. C. A. than a
thorough knowledge of the Bible.
Mr. W. M. Parsons has visited Missoula already this year and en
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couraged the hoys with a short talk given at the city Y. M. C. A.
rooms.,
On Monday evening, October 30, the city Y. M. 0. A. held a re
ception to which the members of the University Y. M. C. A. were
invited. It was purely a Hallow’een party; refreshments were ser
ved and everbody had a good time. The Y. M. C. A. wishes to
thank Mr. Flanagan and Mr. Battersby for their kind invitation and
good time given.

T h e Band
Since our last issue there has been some developments in the
musical line. It gives The Kaimin disappointment to announce that
Mr. Hart W illis has resigned as leader and returned home. His past
good service remains a permanent benefit to the band, and loyal stu
dents w ill not forget that for two years its band was lead by one said
to be second to any in the state.
However, now that all is moving it w ill not stop. A n9W lead er has been secured in the city whose name is withheld at this time,
but who w ill be competent to do the duty required. After Thanks
giving practice, which is now suspended, w ill be renewed, and will
be held three times per week from 4 to 5 p. m. Then it is believed
earnest work w ill be pushed, as plenty of music and all necessary
instruments are at hand.

Orchestra
Among the other developments an orchestra has at last been for
med, and we feel that Univeristy affairs are a little more systemat
ically arranged now that this can be unhesitatingly stated. We need
an orchestra and the feeling of disappointment when sometime ago it
was thought impracticable will rapidly disappear when, as we are
confident, the orchestra will render its selections at convocations and
return to give an encore and yet another. The members are Louis
Howard, com et; Fred Greenwood and Robt. Cary, first violin, Miss
Granahan, second v iolin ; Mr. Dewell, clarionet; Gilbert Heyfron,
drums; Jos. Bonner, trombone and Miss Fay Murray, piano.

Eta Phi M u
The past month has been a lively one in Eta Phia fraternity cir
cles. The “ Old Grub Box” has been shifted to its permanent location
on the comer of Sixth and Myrtle streets and everything has baen put
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in order for the coming year, with the prospects of some good times
in the near future. One of the most enjoyable entertainments of
the season was a dance and reception given in Elks hall in honor of
the University students, October 28, by the Eta Phi Mu. The hall was
artistically decorated in red and white, the frraternity colors, while
on each side of the orchestra at the head of the hall the attraction cen
tered on two large banners—one symbolic of Eta Phi Mu and the other
_our propsective flag—. At the other end of the hall beneath draper
ies from two mounted elk heads, “ Charlie,” the cook, dressed in his
little white cap and apron drew the crowd around the punch bowl.
For those who did not take part in dancing, games were arranged
in an adjoining room. The reception lasted until 11:30 when the
jolly crowd began to don wraps and hastened home.

Sigm a N u
During the month of September and October the Sigma Nu frater
nity has been unusually active. From the first reunion in September
there has been something doing all the time. On October 18 the fra
ternity first made itself manifest to outsiders; on this date a banquet
was tendered the friends of the Frat at “ ye Woodworth’ s G r ill” and
the evening was pleasantly spent amid song and speechmaking. On
Friday of the same week, the fraternity was indebted to Judge and
Mrs. Evans for a whist party. The Greeks, though usually supposed
to look on the more serious side of life, showed their young lady
friends that they can “ Play when they play” and oft has it been re
marked since that “ never had a merrier bunch gathered round the fes
tive board.
Again on Saturday night, these merry disciples of the f kull and
cross bones entertained about fifty guests at cards at the home of John
Lucy. The house was handsomely decorated with college and Frat
pennants, the black, white and gold and the fraternity flower—the
white rose.
On account of several of the men being on training table for foot
ball we have not as yet established a Chapter house this year but on
Thanksgiving, we intend moving into one, so when Sigma Nu again
entertains her friends may expect it to be at their own home.
“ Here’s to the Frat that stands up for men. I t’s praises are never
unspoken. It bonds us together with bonds of truth. Aye, ties that
can never be broken. It lightens our burdens and brightens our cares.
It makes us honest and true. The jolliest of fellows, the grandest of
Frats, is our old Sigma Nu. ”
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ATHLETICS
Lawrence E . Goodbourn

The past month has been one of great importance. At first it
seemed as if the ’Varsity was to stare a series of defeats; but the tide
turned and a splendid victory was scored aginst Utah Agricultural
college, which put a much brighter aspect upon things in general.
Utah 4 2 , Montana 0.
The score tells the whole story. Montana
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met the University of Utah on Montana field and went down to defeat
by the score of 42 to 0. Utah out weighed us about twenty pounds to
the man, which fact accounts for the onesided score. They ran in 
terference superbly, tackled well, passed the ball in good shape, sel
dom fumbled, and altogether played snappy ball. They were seldom
held for downs, their men being able to make gains against the lighter
opponents. The Utah men are also very fast though Montana ranks
well along this line. It would be useless to mention individuals,
though right tackle, fullback and left half for Utah deserves much
credit for the way in which they advanced the ball. Two subs were
put in near the close of the game perhaps because the other men had
tired themsleves down during scoring goals, for no one was hurt.
For Montana, we can say she played a plucky game. Our men
are light, too light, and fast, but their speed does not make up for
the lack of weight. The tackling was often entirely too high, with
the result that the Utah man would carry the tacklers one, two and
three yards after he was tackled.
Weight, however, had more to do
with this than the high tackling. E. Greenough, Cary and Adams
did the most showy work. L. Greenough, Gunner, McLeod and J.
Fisher also showed up fine and made many star plays. Fulton played
well at quarter, running back the punts cleverly and making several
flying tackles. W illis did well in bucking the Utah lines for some
good gains while Johnson and Dimmick, who were playing against
men almost half again as heavy as themselves, also did good work.
E. Fisher was hurt early in the game and had to retire, but up to that
time he had been in almost every play, doing especially good work on
the defensive. Fitzgerald, a new man, was put in the game just at
the close and showed up in good style.
There were two things that marred the game slightly, one being
the constant injuring of Montana’s men, and the other the tackling of
Fulton after the ball was out of play. Otherwise everything went
smoothly, but teams playng a very gentlemanly game. The Utah boys
are a nice lot of fellows and we hope to continue our relations with
their University.
Since returning home Utah has played two games, one with Den
ver university and one with University of Colorado. She won the first
24 to 6 and lost the second 5 to 46.
Since the last issue of The Kaimin our football team has made
its western trip, playing two games, one with Whitman college and
one with Washington State college. We were defeated both times 5
to 0 and 28 to 6. The second team has made its trip to Spokane and
got nicely licked there by the score of 24 to 6.
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Probably the less said about such scores the better., but we must again
bring forward the same old excuse, too much weight. In every con
test so far the opposing team has outweighed us from ten to twenty
pounds to the man. The Spokane high school against which our sec
ond team played, is just about the weight of our first team. The
bigger the men the better and until Montana secures a heavier team
she cannot expect to win. The town people are becoming disgusted
with our record. Up to the present 99 points have been scored against
us and we have counted 12. We do not like to censure when the
boys are fighting so bravely, but we should like to win a game occa
sionally. Of course we confidently expect to win from Montana Agri
cultural college again this year. Bozeman does not present such a
very strong looking team and in comparing scores with Washington
State college, we should win. We have had more games which fact
counts for something. Montana Agricultural college will doubtless
try hard to win back her laurles she lost to us last Thanksigving, but
Montana must retain them ; we must have the championship of Mon
tana again this year.
In losing Hart W illis we have certainly met with a severe handi
cap. Hart was always in the game. Montana has not so many men
that she can dispense with one and we are certainly sorry to lose such
a conscientious player as Hart from our ranks. Earl Greenough will
not be in the Utah Agricultural college game on account of sickness.
However, he w ill be all right by the Thanksgiving game.
Some people don’ t know yet how we won our six points against
Pullman. Well, W . S. C. fumbled on the IVtontana one foot line and
Bobby Cary caught the ball and ran the length of the field for a touch
down. Fumbles are generally costly, especially when a fast man like
Bob gets the ball.
The boys enjoyed their western trip which was marred to some
extent by failure to make train connections. The spirit shown at
Pullman must have been great.
We must not forget to mention Adams’ run for a touchdown in
the Spokane high school game. It must have been a beauty. The sec
ond team men speak in the highest terms of the Spokane boys and seem
to think they are about all right.
Montana 2 3 , Utah Ag ric u ltu ra l College 0.
Montana has redeemed her
self by winning from U. A. C. by the score of 23 to 0. Although the
boys from Utah slightly outweighed us, in other respects they were
outclassed. Our boys played together better than at any time this
year, their defense and offense were both strong. They did better
line bucking than ever before and also tackled lower and harder. The
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Utah team has some giants and some not quite so large. They de
pended mostly on their tackles to carry the ball, but with the com
bined help for all they were unable to cross our goal line. Besides
the tackles, right half and full deserve credit for their consistent
work. For Montana Cary’s work was of the phenomenal kind;
seldom, if ever, have such speed and dodging been seen on Montana’ s
field. Capt. McLeod and Leo Greenough did some of the best line
bucking seen in a long time. Gunner and Adams did excellent work
as did Futlon at quarter. Utah could not make much through our
line men who were all there on the defense and also in making holes
on the offense.
The game began at three o ’clock with Montana kicking off. T ill
with in six minutes of time for the first half the ball was kept near
the centre of the field, first one side possessing it then the other.
Then Montana took the ball with but a few minutes to play and with
line bucks and end runs got the ball to within twenty yards of U.
A. C. ’s goal. By a brilliant run Cary took the ball the remaining
distance and we scored for the first time with less than a minute to
play. The second half was all in favor of Montana. They scored
three times more and missed one goal making the final score 23 to 0.
When time was called the ball was within ten yards of Utahs’ goal
line. One of the most encouraging things to Montana rooters was the
stand our team made within the twenty yard line. The men simply
tore up Utah’s offense and held them for downs, took the ball and
soon got it out of danger.
Battersby and Randall gave excellent satisfaction as referee and
umpire.
Touchdowns, Cary 3, McLeod 1.
The team lined up as follow s: U. A. C. —Brown, c : Washburn,
1 g ; Nelson, 1 t ; Holden, 1 e ; Pyle, r g ; Jamieson, r t ; Stuart, r e ;
Andrews, 1 h ; Frew, r h ; Hanson, q ; Frorer, f ;.
Montana—Johnson, c ; Fitzgerald, r g ; Greenough, r t ; E. Fish
er, r e ; Dimmick, 1 g ; McLeod, I t ; J. Fisher, 1 e ; Cary, r h ; Gun
ner, 1 h ; Fulton and McPhail, q ; Adams, f.
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Montana 23, Utah Agriculture college 0.

Oski-wow-wow.

When Gil "went walking one Sunday Miss Hall slipped and would
have fallen but Miss Nuckolls Cotter.
y’ ~f |
Sonny—Say, mister, when is that balloon going up ?
Mister—Sh-h. That’s only Jim Bonner’s new trousers
We would advise Fred Greenwood to use a hair restorer.
This conversation was heard when a sophomore passed two men
on the street. He had a dinky little red cap. First man—I wonder
if that boy thinks that cap covers his head. Seccond man. He might
think so, but it only covers the place where his brains ought to be.
Prof. Snoddy (registering a new
first name ?

student)—Hugo, what’s your

Francis Jones—Oh, Mr. Bonner, I ’m honored.
Jim Bonner—Oh, Miss Jones, I ’m Bonnered.
Mary had a little steam engine
She loved it very well.
One day the boiler busted
And the thing went-tu-tu-well.
On certain evening’ s at Corbin’ s dancing
Bishop may be seen learning the fantastic art.

school a Deacon and

Dr. Craig has left for Washington, D. C. to be
meeting of college presidents of State universities.
Annabel—On what street is the corner‘i

present at the
r

1
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A1 Steward and Ralph Gilham went deer and bear hunting.
can’t bear to tell what the two dears got.

We

The girls didn’t seem to care whether those mormons might have
40 wives or more at Logan.
Mr. S—I I beg pardon—I hate to butt in.
Miss B—(interrupting)—Why do you do it then ?
Mr. Farmer—When in doubt go to Prof. Snoddy, because Snoddy
knows, Snoddy knows.
Prof. Scheuch—(in German)—Why were you out last week ?
Mr. Fuller—Mixing verbs. I had eaten myself sick.
If you ever had a candid friend you w ill know that they are not
all sugar by any means.
Fred Dion at the U. A. C. game—My “ face sake” seems to
have cold feet and is being taken from the field. I guess he is Dyon’ .
W innie—After the game—My throat is ’rah, ’rah, ’ raw.
Buckhouse and Thomas
but we doubt it.

claim they are

no relation to the goat

New student— “ What do all the boys and girls say “ shut up” for
today ?
Old student— “ Just celebrating its 200th anniversary.
Lawrence Goodbourne—translating German—“ In
and on the mountains rests a cow. ’ ’

the tree

tops

A monkey and Freshman
Sitting on a rail
Couldn’t tell the difference
Ecept the monkey had a ta il.—Ex.
“ Shure” says Mrs. Grady they’re both twins.
London and one in New York.—Ex.

One was bom in

Red Fisher—night of rush after he was fouled—Sure I ’ ll go with
you, only I want my derby first.
Ralph Harmon—in psychology—If foolish people do not know that
they are foolish, how do we know but that we are ?
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One of the saddest events that has happened to any ’ Varisty stu
dent for a long time was the injury of “ Spud Murhpy whi e ou
hunting. We are all glad that the accident was no worse and are
happy that he is recovering so niccely.
If your shoes squeak should you be accused of loud dressing ?
After the demonstration in Clarkia initiating Miss Hall, Miss
Nuckles and Miss Edgar cannot say they dont paint.
The ’08 were entertained at Miss Helen Smead’ s home on South
Fifth street November 3rd. Cards were the main feature of the even
ing
Delicious refreshments were served.
After the party ha
broen up, after spending a most pleasant evening, some of the crowd
went serenading
There was quite an explosion in the engineering department Nov.
9. Hovey Polleys, while designing a boiler plate figured the wrong size
for the bolt and in putting it on the plate cracked it, which resulted
in a loud explosion—of swear words. He had three of his arms blown
clear off and the other two so badly mangled that he w ill perhaps
have them amputated.
Utah A. C. had a team.
She sent it here to play.
They had their heads all swelled up
Just the other day
We met them on the gridiron
Took the swelling out
Sent them over to Bozeman
Feeling though they had the gout.
They played the Bozeman A. C. team
Neither side could beat
This made Utah swear like sin,
And Bozeman got cold feet
For when we meet the Bozeman team
We, 11 go after those boy’s gore
And show them good and plenty
That they’ll never beat us any more.
A very distressing accident happened at the dormitory last week.
A ll of the boarders w ill be very sorry. While returning from the
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meat house Henry Shinomia slipped on the top step and dropped 50
fe e t.'
Ralph—to girl with B. H. S. on her cap—What does B. H. S.
stand for ?
G irl—Brother Harmon and Sister Hamilton—Its a poor rule that
don’t work both ways.
Joe Farrell—climbing into an upper on the Spokane trip—Gee,
but it ’s bad having to get up before you go to bed.
The local editors have been accepting the “ knocks” of a great
many students because the locals are so few and not good enough.
Two people cannot hear all the joshes around the Varsity. If
those same kickers would hand one in each time they heard one we
could put more in. As it is we feel like that little red caboose com
pared of the rest of the department.
We are all thankful the goat was banished.
Why ?
Don’t Alemeda apologize to Mr. Steward?
Don’ t Utah A. C. learn to play football ?
Don’t Teddy go to the Philippines with the soldiers?
Don’t fifty students go to Bozeman with the team.
Don’t Cotter “ knuckle ” down to work?
Don’t the coach want a basketball team?
Don’ t Spohn keep the cattle off the campus?
Don’ t we make that parade and bonfire stunt a custom and do it
before each game of football.
The ’07 were entertained last month by Miss Daisy Kellogg and
Miss Mary Fergus. It was a H allow ’ een party and it was carried out
to perfection. Guessing, cards, fortune telling and such other Hal
low ’ een stunts were engaged in. After the clock had struck the m id
night hour and the last spook had jumped to his hiding place for one
more year the merry makers departed after a delightful evening.
There was a maiden named Molly,
Who ran like the duece for a trolley.
She ran like a Tartar
And busted her—shoelace
W ith mortification died Molly.
r _ . ..................................... ..
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Miss Hall—“ I can’ t drive on this side of the buggy anyhow?”
E. J. Chapin, an old friend and fraternity brother of Prof. Rowe,
was a visitor at the ’ Varsity recently.
Who said ‘ duck?”
Mr. M.—Say Jim, what kind of port do you like best?”
Jim B,—Oh, I just love Newport.”
Ralph L. Morris of Billings called on his University friend re
cently.
Cotter—riding home from the Eta Phi Mu party at 11:55 p. m.
—Oh fudge here we are at that darned old dormitory already.
Time, 1:20 a. m. after gym” dance.
Roy—Any more bread there?”
Jack—Gee whiz—How are we going to open this can ?
Bob—licking dish—Whistle for more.”
Jim—It’s a cinch this ain’t Dorm cake. ”
Reminsicsences of the Rush :
Were the Soph’s scared? O h .n o !!! Just a little frightened.
Report of a soph after the party.
Oh our boys are simply the dearest, grandest things that ever
happened. An hundred high school kids, forty juniors and twenty-five
freshies with hand spikes, pitch forks and bowie knives took after our
boys, but oh, fudge; three of our boys knocked forty down with one
blow and bruised twenty more. Then you should have seen us run—
and you bet they didn’t catch us either.
C A—throwing her arms around B-b’ s neck Oh save m e! save
m e!
Tune of In the shade of the old apple tree—
In the shade of the bicycle shed
It was there that we had the big spread
By the light of the moon
We ate jam with a spoon
When the dean of the “ dorm” went to bed.
We could hear the bright laughter so gay
Of the girls who were not far away,
With hearts that were true
We ate all of that goo
In the shade of the bicycle shed.
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“ Talk about Mormons in Utah—w e’ ve got some here.
The Burr club w ill meet Friday night.

It Schule w ill.

The Freshmen had a party at Berney K itt’s house in Orchard
Homes the Friday preceding Hallowe'en. Dancing was the favorite
pastime. The party did no break up unil a late hour after all had had
a fine time.
The Seniors had a delightful time in the early part of November
at the home of Miss Maud and Florence Johnson on University avenue.
Games were the chief features of the evening, after which a dainty
luncheon was served. As several of the boys are on the training table
they were greatly in the minority. However, the football season w ill
soon be over and the class w ill be able to meet as a whole. About
11:30 the party broke up and after bidding the hostesses good night
departed for their respective homes.
Rah ! Rah ! Rah ! Bim ! Bam ! B o o !
If you want style, buy a “ W ALK OYER SHOE.’ ’
A ll shapes and leathers $3.50 and $4.00. Beeson and Dixon, suc
cessors to Walkover Shoe Co., 316 Higgins Ave.
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CHANGES
M ay Hamilton
The fact that the Whitman College Pioneer publishes such a good
monthly magazine in addition to its interesting weekly folder testifies
to the general enterprise and life of the school.
.
The" Burlingame High School Oracle is a very creditable paper.
It should serve as an incentive to better work in our college publica
tions.
Foreigner—“ What is the signification of the eagle on the Ameri
can dollar?”
U. S. citizen—It is the emblem of swift flight.” —Spectrum.
We regret that the Evergeen does not establish a literary depart
ment. Surely the students who present such good material in the
other branches would meet with success in that line and add greatly
to the vaule of their paper.
“ He who has not known and lived true class life in his under
graduate days has missed one of the greatest things in all life .” Such
is the extravagant statement with which Dr. George Howe concludes
his article in the University of North Carolina magazine on “ What
Class Unity Does. ’ ’
If Dr. Howe’s statement is correct few indeed are the individuals
who have enjoyed one of the greatest things in all life. True class
life such as he describes might exist in a Utopia or in the University
of North Carolina, but it would scarcely exist where human nature is
a factor in University life.
The way in which this true class life, according to the several
articles in the magazine on the subject, is to perfect the college re
minds us of the methods proposed by the Socialists for organizing a
government in which there shall be no law.
Perhaps there is some truth in the position taken by these advo
cates of class unity but the poetry is more apparent than the common
sense.
The Baylor Literary for October has a good collection of stories.
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The one entitled “ The Idol” is particularly clever on account of its
simplicity of plot and good character work. There is displayed in it
an appreciative sympathy with that peculiar stage when children be
gin to be “ grown up” and try to do justice to their newly acquired
dignity, which evinces no mean ability. Through the story runs a
slight, very slight, thread of irony, which gives life and sparkle to it.
W e hope that the author w ill continue to rejoice the heart of the lit 
erary editor with his contributions.
The Holy Cross Purple, while it presents an attractive appearance
and while its material is undboutedly literary lacks a vivacity and
spirit without which a college paper is never a complete success.
Teacher—“ Frazer, what is the difference between plane and sol
id geometry ?”
Frazer—“ Solid geometry is when the figures are standing up,
and plane geometry is when they are laying down.—Ex.
“ If it takes four yards of mosquito netting to make a dress for a
bedbug, how long w ill it take ht Pacific Ocean to run through a three
inch gas pipe ?
If her eyes were really stars, and her mouth in truth a rose,
What sort of looking creature would she be do you suppose;
—U. of Texas.—Ex.
Solid Geometry—To prove that your girl loves y o u :—
Proof—“ A ll the world loves a lover.
—Shakespeare.
You are a lover—
Hyp.
Your girl is all the world to you.
Therefore, your girl loves you.—Spectrum.
QUESTION.
W e chanced to meet in the gloaming,
’Mid a tanglewood of bloom,
We chanced on each other roaming,
’ Tis only fair to assume.
We lingered there but a twinkling
While the twilight deeper grew,
Now who could possesss an inkling
That dawn comes at dusk—could you ?—Ex.

YOUNG MEN’S OVERCOATS
he Long Crofton Cut made of Heavy Oxford Cheviets and English Home-spuns is the most fashion
able style this year, and a garment more graceful
cannot be gotten up. The Full Box Back and close fitt
ing shoulders and fronts are remarkably attractive,^and
lend a courtly appearance to the wearer that other eyes
are glad to see. Our showings made by the celebrated
Benjamin & Co. are highest in the points of workman
ship, snap and comeliness, and when you wear an over
coat of this stamp, you are dressed in fashion’s
fairest fad. The smartest overcoats in Montana
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hese H a t s a r e
new, stylish and
becoming. The Col
lege shape is much
worn this season" on
account of its H igh
Class sightly appear
ance, it makes good
impressions on every
one and justly mer
its the popularity it
enjoys. In bl a c k ,
brown and otter, well
worth $3.00,
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